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NEW TECHNOLOGY!
Our new Cefla automated finishing system is onsite and up and running! We look forward to the amazing,
high-end quality and increased production capacity that this technology provides for our customers.
Please contact your sales member for more information on how our new Cefla can benefit you.

NEW
TECH

Our new natural stain colors meet the growing demand of the changing stain world with colors that are
warm and inviting. These colors are both comforting and beautiful additions to our stain line.

DOVE ON HARD MAPLE

MOCHA ON RIFT
WHITE OAK

LIME ON HARD MAPLE

SHADOW ON RIFT
WHITE OAK

PEANUT ON HARD MAPLE

EVOLUTION SERIES
Meridian Products is proud to introduce our new Evolution Series. Part of our Homestead collection,
this series is our first in-house, manufactured TFL line. Produced on our new Holzher Lumina 1380 edge
bander, the series is being initially offered in 9 colors, some of which are wood grained, others are
super mattes. Three of the designs will be produced in the new Fusion edge technology and the others
are produced using EVA glue. The various color choices detail which technology is used in the design.
Matching sheet goods and edge banding are available
and can be purchased by your local Würth Baer
Supply Company.

NEW
TECH
Super Mattes

Carte Blanche (Fusion)

Midnight Sun (EVA)

Eucalyptus (EVA)

Black Noir (Fusion)

Urban Vibe (Grained
Super Matte -EVA)

Wood Grain

Photographs and
renderings in this
brochure are for
illustration and
reference only.
Actual wood and finish
colors may vary due
to printing process.
Meridian Products
always recommends
ordering a sample
door and/or drawer
sample for accurate
color selection and
representation.
Force of Nature (EVA)

Grey Santa Fe Oak
(EVA)

Winter Fun (Fusion)

Lava Grey Fleetwood
(EVA)

TEAM SPOTLIGHT
GET TO KNOW THE
TEAM BEHIND MERIDIAN
PRODUCTS

My name is
Thomas Plank and
I’ve been a passionate
woodworker for over
20 years. I started at
Meridian Products in
1997 shaping panels
and worked my way
up to be an inspector
and patcher. I also
worked in shipping
and in the specialty department carving
corners of the M4M edge.
I did move on to another cabinet shop for
a brief period, but returned to Meridian
Products when the Meridian team opened a
position for me to expand my woodworking
experience and begin building big wainscot
doors. While building wainscots, I also
helped out in the framing department, which
provided more opportunities to learn and
expand my experience.
In 2001, I moved on to the specialty
department and then to our rough mill. There,
I learned several new jobs, including grading

lumber, running the rough planer, gang rip
saw, panel opti-cut saw, straight line saw,
panel planer, and cutting plywood. I worked in
the rough mill for two years.
I was then provided the opportunity to work in
the framing, notching, and panel department
– again, learning new skills and gaining more
experience. After six years I bid on a job in our
specials department. I got the job and was
able to try my hand at doing mullion doors. I
also was able to gain experience cutting arch
panels and carving M4M.
In 2014, I left Meridian to work for my church
for a while, but again returned to Meridian in
2017. This time I was delivering and working
in shipping and lipping. Within these past five
years, I’ve learned how to lip, run the Unique,
Costa sander, polish sander, and fit doors.
When I’m not working, my time is spent with
Lisa, my wife of 24 years. I have two sons
Connor, who is 20 and Carson, who is 14.
Both my sons have played baseball and I have
coached for over 15 years. I also help out with
the Upward basketball program at the New
Holland Nazarene Church. This year we had
465 kids join our program. I have also been
on 12 mission trips. Feel free to ask me about
them anytime.
Woodworking is truly my passion – so when
I’m not at Meridian, I’m woodworking at home!

NEW PROFILE
Meridian Products’ “Twin Bead” is our newest bead
profile. It’s now available in our MRP10 door design.

TWIN BEAD

STORAGE SOLUTIONS
Meridian Products offers a large array of storage solutions for your high-end kitchen needs.
From our popular Hard Maple and Walnut drawer boxes, to our specialty items like K-Cup
holders, charging boxes, paper towel dispensers, and utensil trays, we are your one-stop-shop
for high-end wood components.

Walnut

Hard Maple

Charging Drawer

K-Cup Holder

C BEAD FRONT
FRAME

0167 SPECIAL
DRAWER DESIGN

Meridian Products has
expanded our 1" Front
Frame line to now include
our new C Bead profile.
This design is meant to
work as a 1" front frame
and a 3/4" door.

Many architects and
designers have been
showing a transitional
drawer front with square
rails and designed
stiles in their high-end
kitchen designs. Meridian
Products has offered this
look for many years and
it is available in our
MRP-0167 and our
FP-0167 designs. Please
contact your sales
member for more details.

C Bead Front Frame

Paper Towel
Dispenser

Utensil Tray

0195 BEAD

3/16" STEP BEAD

0173 BEAD
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